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Remove all debris and vegetation growth from existing rainwater goods.
Re-fix any loose support brackets, reform/reline/treat all joints to rainwater goods.

Treat all signs of rusting, prepare and paint all rainwater goods.
Renew any broken/cracked rainwater goods determined beyond repair.
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Fully refurbish stone slab roof coverings to Palace Green Library roofs,
(over the Wolfson Gallery, Deane Room and library stairwell)
Allow for new roof battens, counter battens and new TLX Batsafe breathable membrane.
Allow for replacing all timber gutter boards with 18mm thick marine plywood.
Allow for new lead abutment flashings, cover flashings, soakers and gutter linings.
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Clean and remove all algae off existing ventilation terminals to the Wolfson Gallery roof
of Palace Green Library and re-decorate them prior to reinstating them
(upon verification at the time of the works that they are free of any defects and of
satisfactory condition to be reused).
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Fully renew flaunching to the library stairwell chimney stack
Fit vent cowl to the chimney pot

De-shale any eroded stonework by lightly brushing and
removing all loose stone back to a solid face.
Rake out and re-point the stonework the full height of the stack
in an appropriate lime-based mortar mix
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Rake out and re-point stonework to areas indicated
in an appropriate lime-based mortar mix
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Clean and remove all algae off existing stone copings and finials where present.
Allow for re-bedding and pointing with lime-based mortar mix where required.

Remove all existing stone ridge tiles and hip tiles to roof areas identified for refurbishment.
Clean and remove all algae off where present prior to re-bedding and pointing with a
lime-based mortar mix.
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lime-based mortar mix.
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lime-based mortar mix.

Form secret gutter along gable with Code 6 Lead lining
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Rake out and re-point stonework to areas indicated
in an appropriate lime-based mortar mix
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This drawing is copyright.
It is sent to you in confidence and must not be reproduced or disclosed to third parties without our prior
permission.
Do not scale from this drawing.
This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all relevant consultants, specialist manufacturers drawings
and specifications.
Any discrepancies in dimensions or details on or between these drawings should  be drawn to our attention.
All dimensions are in millimeters unless noted otherwise.
Any surveyed information incorporated within this drawing cannot be guaranteed as accurate unless
confirmed by fixed dimension.
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PRO. NO: ORIG: TYPE: ROLE: NUMBER: SUITABILITY: REV:LEVEL:

PURPOSE:

HL
VOLUME:

Liddon House, Belmont Business Park, Durham. DH1 1TW.
Tele: (0191) 3849470   E: hlp@hlpuk.com    www.howarthlitchfield.com

Proposed Re-Roofing Works
Palace Green Library
For Durham University
Proposed Elevations
Palace Green Library

PAC 1:100 A1 Jan 2024

23038 00 XX DR A 2100 D2 P04

TENDER

06/02/2024PACP01 STAGE 3 APPROVAL DH
15/03/2024PACP02 STAGE 4 APPROVAL DH

General Notes
The property is Grade II Listed.
All works are to be carried out in accordance with Listed Building Consent and are subject to submission to
and approval by Durham University Heritage Officer and Durham City Council Conservation Officer

Drawings are based on survey information provided by amrGeomatics.
Any surveyed information incorporated within this drawing cannot be guaranteed as accurate unless
confirmed by site measurement.
All dimensions given in the descriptions and drawings are approximate.
The Contractor, sub-contractors and suppliers must examine the existing site and drawings to ascertain the
full extent of the works and take all necessary dimensions before preparing the tender submission

05/04/2024PACP03 TENDER ISSUE DH
12/04/2024PACP04 TENDER ISSUE DH
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